The Chapel Hill Street Story

Three residents of Chapel Hill, Lewes - Meg Griffiths, Mary Benjamin and Shân Rose researched the history of their street during 2012-13, with the help of their neighbours and
local historians. They subsequently gave a talk about their findings to Lewes History Group
on 14 October 2013. This document contains most of the text and pictures that they used in
their presentation.
The presentation was divided into the following sections:
 Introduction to Chapel Hill – Meg Griffiths
 Wells and pumps – Mary Benjamin
 Notable residents, Baldy's Garden and Lower Section of Chapel Hill (Nos. 2-9 and 24)
– Mary Benjamin
 Old Chapel and the Middle Section of Chapel Hill (Nos. 10-16) – Shân Rose
 Upper Section of Chapel Hill (Nos. 18-23a) - Meg Griffiths
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Introduction to Chapel Hill – Meg Griffiths
The introductory view of Chapel Hill is from a postcard found in the attic by a current
resident: date unknown but thought to be from about 1900 (from the Bartlett collection).
This image is probably more recognisable to those who use Chapel Hill today, with its
entrance alongside ‘Bags of Books’.

Welcome to our story
of Chapel Hill..

Known and loved by walkers heading for the Downs, by sledgers, by joggers and, in
increasing numbers, by golfers driving up to the Golf Club, Chapel Hill almost certainly
follows the line of an early hill track leading down from the hilltop encampments of the early
Britons on Mount Caburn. It was part of a ‘bostal’: from the Saxon ‘beorg’ = hill and ‘stig’ =
path. A hill path. The track later became a droveway linking Lewes with Glynde (as
recorded in 1800) and on further to the habitations east of Pevensey. While most droveways
ran north to south, linking the once heavily forested Weald to the Downs and the coast, this
was an important east-west route linking manor houses with their pastures.
It is a steep climb up through the residential part to the track beyond. Looking back to the
1900’s postcard gives an idea of the track as it was before all the woodland took over.
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One neighbour recalls as recently as the 1970’s sheep being dropped off at the bottom of
the hill to be driven up to the Downs. Another recalls cattle being brought down from the
pastures above what is now Cuilfail.
The name of the hill has undergone many changes. Originally Cliffe Hill, it later became
known as East Street when, as part of the vill (or town) of Cliffe, streets were named from
the then centre at Cliffe Corner, with West Street (now Cliffe High Street), North Street (now
Malling Street) and South Street, the only one to retain its name.
Cliffe Corner
Based on map from
‘The Chronicles of
Cliffe and South
Malling’ by Brigid
Chapman

When in 1881 the vill of Cliffe was incorporated into the borough of Lewes, the streets were
renamed to avoid confusion with names in the main town. East Street had in fact changed
its name prior to this to reflect the importance of the non-conformist Chapel built in 1775 (see
details of the Chapel in the next section).

The historical link with Cliffe is marked by a boundary
stone a little way up on the left hand side, indicating
the boundary between the parish of Cliffe below it and
that of South Malling above.

The 1873 OS map shows the boundary
stone (in yellow) and boundary line (in
red): Lying historically between two
parishes certainly added to the
complexity of the research and the
recognition that Cliffe, being the
wealthier Parish certainly provided
better record-keeping.
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The numbering of the houses likewise made research very confusing. Houses were often
amalgamated or subdivided. Numbers go up on the left and down on the right. There was
never a number 1. Numbers 4 and 6 were lost when two dwellings were amalgamated.
Numbers 10, 11, and 13 were lost some time after the demolition of the Chapel (see below)
and number 21 lost by or during the Second World War. There are currently seventeen
households with an address on Chapel Hill.
At the top of the hill used to stand The
Old Mill, from at least as early as 1571,
when there is a record of The Mill Field
being carved out of the sheep down
belonging to Ranscombe Manor. We
have been unable to trace an image of
the mill itself but the site is shown in
green on this 1775 map by William Figg.
About 200 years later, in 1760, there is a
report of the mill, which at the time
belonged to a baker, having burnt down.
(From ‘Georgian Lewes 1714-1830’ by Colin
Brent)

However, it was still standing when – in August 1756 – the
first cricket match was played up on the hill: Lewes against
Mayfield. Apparently flat ground was not considered
essential then! Cliffe Hill Cricket Club was founded in 1775
with the first official match against a team from West Sussex.
That summer a number of matches were reported in the local
press with dramatic stories e.g. of the extreme ‘running time’
caused by batsmen hitting the ball out of the ground down the
Coombe – and then running until almost exhausted before
the ball was retrieved! Indeed a ball dated 1780 was
discovered two centuries later embedded in the wall of 17
South Street!
(Courtesy of Sussex Archaeological Society)

In McCann’s book ‘Sussex Cricket in the Eighteenth Century’ there are many anecdotes
involving drunken players and spectators staggering back down the hill from the Cricketers’
Arms. Also a chilling account of it being so cold at a cricket match in June 1790 that ‘several
of the gamesters found it necessary to put on their greatcoats while at play’.
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The Cricketers’ Arms stood on the site
of the present day house Sycamore.
The public house was advertised ‘to
revive players and spectators’. We
have been unable to find out when it
opened as a public house or indeed
closed as such. This photo, showing
above the door the name LENEY’s &
SONS – ALES, is from 1865 yet the
sales particulars two years earlier refer
to it as a cottage called The Cricketers’
Arms: indicating that by then it was
possibly no longer actually operating
as a pub.
(From ‘The Chronicles of the Cliffe and South Malling, 688-2003AD’ by Brigid Chapman)

This specular painting is of the
Avalanche – or Snow Drop – in
South Street on 27 December
1836; the original can be seen in
Anne of Cleves House. It shows
the terrible disaster that
midwinter day. Our focus
however is on the imposing
building in the background.
Even allowing for painter’s
licence, that can only have been
The Cricketers’ Arms.
By the late 1880s there was a
boom in golf course construction in Sussex generally and in 1893 a record of golf being
played on Cliffe Hill. Three years later a meeting held at The White Hart Inn in Lewes
supported the formation of a golf club with 72 gentlemen promising membership. The vote
went against Sunday play. In favour of the site was: natural drainage, short turf and an
absence of worm casts! (which had apparently caused problems at Seaford Golf Course).
Golf very quickly took over from cricket and 1897 was
the last year that Cliffe Hill Cricket Club played on their
traditional pitch. Golf had well and truly taken over (see
photo of Club House plaque with date).
There was still only the one track leading up to the top
so everyone going to play golf had to walk up and rules
of the Club dictated that: Caddies could be engaged only
at the Club House – not at the foot of Chapel Hill!
Advertisements suggested that ‘The stiff walk up will prove a mere nothing to the
enthusiastic golfer’, and stated that the Golf Course was ‘only 15 minutes’ walk from the
Railway Station’! Even taking into account the then site of the Railway Station, by Cliffe
Bridge, this would have required extreme ‘enthusiasm’. But walk they did and in the early
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1900s there was a steady stream of golfers walking up and down the hill, beyond the houses
on just a narrow cinderpath.
Due to this inconvenient access, membership started
falling off, as a result of which in 1911, the inevitable
motor road was proposed right up to the Club House.
An alternative proposal to move the Club to the Race
Hill Course ever materialised. Club House records and
notebooks 1913-1938 have been lost but we learnt from
the current owners of the top house on the right that Mr
Harry French – who built their house in 1934 – was also
part of the road construction team. He would push a
water carrier from the wells on the top properties to
supply the Clubhouse with water while and his wife
provided refreshments for the golfers.

Perhaps those enthusiastic golfers rested here
on the way up. Note the inscription above: “I
WILL GIVE YOU REST” from the Gospel of St.
Matthew: “Come all who labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest”. There are
differing accounts of the origin of this Victorian
brick bench – but it seems likely it was erected
by Isaac Vinall, a deeply religious man, who
owned the land on which he subsequently built
the Cuilfail Estate above.
During the Second World War the road was
used by the Royal Army Service Corps while
the Home Guard requisitioned the Club House Buildings. Anti-aircraft guns were positioned
on the golf course and an air raid shelter constructed in the area of the last house left – with
another at the bottom of the hill with access also from Malling Street.
In 1940 a line of bombs was dropped from The Martyrs’ Memorial through to Southover with
one landing, but not exploding, in the kitchen of No. 3 Chapel Hill.
Post-war there was a lot of
restoration work to the road, the
greens and the Club House and
it was inmates from Lewes
Prison who worked on the
buildings in the early 60’s.
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So, Chapel Hill: a fragile road cut out of the
chalk, with a steep drop down to the
gardens of South Street. Geologists’
reports point to problems in the rock below
the road.
Concerned by the high volume of traffic
going up to the Golf Club AND the heavy
lorries delivering supplies, in the early
1990s the residents asked for meetings
with ESCC. As a result restrictions were
placed on vehicles driving up: 7’6” width
(since reduced to 7’) and 7.5 tonne weight
restriction. Two bollards were initially
placed near the bottom, one needing to be
removed almost immediately to allow
access for Emergency Vehicles.
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Wells and pumps - Mary Benjamin
One of the problems of living on chalk which is a very crumbly porous rock, apart from
landslides, is having access to fresh water. Quite apart from people’s needs there were also
the horses – several Chapel Hill houses during the 19th century had stables attached – we
know there was a stable behind the chapel and one at No. 24 and there may have been
others. Many of the houses on Chapel Hill had wells which were dug deep into the chalk
bedrock. Some had pumps attached, others must have required a bucket to be lowered.
Several of these are shown by the red dots on the 1873 map below.

Outside Lamb House, under a manhole cover in the middle of the road, is a deep stone-lined
well which used to supply the pump outside St Thomas’s Church. It is described in Rev
Thomas Horsfield and Gideon Mantell’s History and Antiquities of Lewes and its Vicinity,
Vol.1, 1824, as follows; ”At a vestry holden on 24th of July, 1804, pursuant to notice, it was
resolved, ‘that a public pump should be erected near the church porch.’ The pump thus
erected, formerly stood close to the church porch, but on pulling down of the market house, it
was removed to the east end of the church; it is supplied from a well in the centre of the high
road leading up the hill, at about 20 yards from the Cliffe corner. The water is of very
excellent quality, and conduces much to the comfort and health of the inhabitants.” The
pump outside the church is dated 1830 and is presumably the one described above or its
immediate successor.
The well outside No. 3 is very easily spotted in snowy weather when the geothermal warmth
rising from its depths keeps a patch of road snow-free. When new water mains were being
connected in 1995 a trench had to be dug down the whole length of the hill. As they dug
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outside No. 3, a pneumatic drill suddenly shot through into apparently empty space below.
Excavations revealed the well. Photos taken at the time show the curved stone walls of the
well and the water at the bottom in addition to a network of pipes and the stone “biscuit” with
which the well was eventually capped. During the 2000 floods water rose out of the well and
poured down the road and in 2013 when the pipe supplying No.3 became partly
disconnected the leakage went into the well and saved the cellar of that house from flooding.
The remains of a flask-shaped brick-lined well can be found in what was the stable-yard and
is now the garage of No. 24 and there is a well that has been partly filled in, in the garden of
No.7. Maps of the period indicate that there was also a pump in the alleyway alongside the
chapel, but no evidence of that one remains. Meg has told you about Harry French at No 22
taking water up to the golfers. The 1873 map doesn’t show a well at his house but he may
have used the Mill Field pump or the one at the Cricketers’ Arms, now 23a, where there are
reputed to have been 3 wells. For the houses on the Mill Field (what is now Cuilfail) above
Chapel Hill the problem was solved by having a deep well with a pump house and storage
tank. This is commemorated in the name of a modern house, the Pump House, which is
built on the site of the original pump house. It had a large gas engine which pumped water
from a very deep well. The well has been investigated in modern times by geologists
wishing to map the strata of the chalk before the Cuilfail tunnel was built in the 1970s. The
well is about 4 ft in diameter and 200 ft deep with chalk lining and an iron ladder. The
pumping gear was still in situ at the time of the investigation but beyond repair. The water at
the bottom is cold and clear. (Thanks to Caroline Dorling)

People – Mary Benjamin
The Lamberts. In the early 18th century John Lambert and is wife, Susannah, were living in
the building we now know as Bags of Books – 1 South Street. They had 7 children of which
the youngest was James. The eldest son, John, became a china-man and business partner
of Thomas Baldy. The second
son, George, married and called
his son James. So we have 2
James Lamberts; uncle, born 1725,
and nephew, born 1741, both of
whom became topographical
artists. Uncle James was
described by Challen in 1951 as a
“stationer, &c, limner, landscape
painter and organist of Cliffe” and
Nephew James as a “coach and
sign painter, herald and landscape
painter”. (A limner is a painter of
portraits and miniatures) James
Lambert Snr was mainly a painter
in watercolours, though sometimes he painted hypothetical landscapes in oils. He was
almost certainly the better painter of the two and his paintings of Sussex landscapes of the
period are still highly valued. Barbican House owns many of his works, including the Burrell
Collection, and some can also been seen in Lewes House. The picture above is a painting
by James Lambert Snr of Lewes Castle. James Jnr was more of an architectural artist,
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producing detailed and carefully measured drawings of buildings. On the chancel/apse wall
outside St John’s sub Castro, facing west, there are plaques commemorating the two James
Lamberts and there are also silhouettes of them with frilled shirt fronts, wigs and pigtails in
the Burrell Collection. A few years ago there was an exhibition of their works in the Barbican
House.
The Baldys. John and Sarah Baldy purchased Lamb House (3 Chapel Hill) when their son
Thomas was about 6 years old. To the right of the front door in this photo is a stone with
JSB 1716 carved into it. Thomas
was baptised at Cliffe Church on
11 Nov 1710 2 days after his birth
and was buried at St John’s sub
Castro in March 1782, probably
because St Thomas had no
graveyard. Although he inherited
Lamb House from his parents in
1757 and owned it for the rest of
his life, he actually lived in 3
Malling Street and ran his business
from there with his business
partner, John Lambert.
Thomas Baldy is variously described as “for many years a capital chinaman and latterly in
partnership with John Lambert” (obit in Sussex Weekly Advertiser) and as “an indolent,
besotted man and a fit instrument for the artful Andrew Tasker, hatmaker” (Dunvan) and as
“a very courteous person and a virtuoso in various researches tho’ not a bigot to any one
particular attachment” (Woollgar). Whatever the truth about him as a person, there is no
doubt that he ran a successful business dealing in Chinese goods among other things. They
had a warehouse in what are now the gardens of Nos. 2 and 2a Chapel Hill and No. 3
Malling Street. He was also a great entrepreneur. There are records of sales to the big
houses in Sussex at a time when ‘chinoiserie’ was about to become all the rage.
Thomas Baldy and Andrew Tasker, (the artful hatmaker!) were churchwardens of Cliffe
Church for many years and reputedly misused church funds, diverting them for their own
schemes. One such was the procuring of some angels from the demolished organ that
Handel had played at Canon’s House in London and placing them above the newly acquired
organ in St Thomas’s. Another was the elaborate weathervane on the church tower which
has the initials AT and TB cut into it and the date 1756 in its sunburst tail. It is easily visible
today. Apart from the weathervane the most enduring of Thomas’s schemes was Baldy’s
Garden on the edge of the Mill Field above Chapel Hill – what is now part of the Cuilfail
estate. He later made an attempt to build a large grotto just under the cliff at the back part of
his warehouse and garden but “whether through want of sufficient materials or too great
labour for his time of life” it was not completed.
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Baldy’s Garden – Mary Benjamin
Baldy was living during the period when the idea of the “picturesque” was beginning to
influence the design of gardens. There was a move away from the idea of garden “rooms” of
the past with formal knot gardens surrounded by box hedging to gardens that incorporated
the designer’s idea of a wild landscape with trees, grottos, crumbling ruins and vistas
between the plantings as well as much wider views over the local landscape. The
restoration of the Regency Gardens at
H Grimm, 1785
Brighton Pavilion gives some idea of this
style of garden design though at least 50
years later than Baldy’s Garden which
was open by 1746 (John Farrant, SAC
134). Although paintings exist of Lewes
from the gardens, sadly there are no
paintings of the gardens themselves.
The painting of Lewes from Cliffe Hill by
Samuel Hieronymus Grimm opposite
shows a small part of the garden with
shrubs and rough grass (lawn).
Regency lawns were cut by hand with a
scythe so the grass was much longer
than we would nowadays consider appropriate for a lawn.
Thomas Woollgar (1761-1821) wrote a long note on Baldy’s garden in the second volume of
his history of Lewes (see Appendix for the full version). He says, “The greatest curiosity of
this Vill is a kind of hanging garden the admiration of all who view it.” “This charming place
of amusement” as he calls it later. He goes on to describe the access by gradual ascent to
the Gate of the Garden via the steep hill to the village of Glynde – clearly a description of
Chapel Hill. There is some debate about the position of the entrance gate. It could have
been between No. 20 and the “I will give you rest” seat or it could have been a few yards
further up the hill. A route can still be seen on the map of 1873 with what looks like a small
building at the entrance.
Colin Brent summarises Woolgar’s description, saying; “Thomas Baldy (c1711-82) adorned
the ‘delectable eminence’ on the chalk bluff above his china-shop with shrubs and trees,
beehives and winding walks. Watercolours of Sussex castles hung in the summer house,
and seats in sheltered alcoves commanded vistas of the High Street, the Lewes Downs, the
Weald, and the water-meadows along the Ouse, peopled in due season with haymakers,
duck shooters and skaters.” (Colin Brent, Georgian Lewes p119).
There were 2 sisters, Philadelphia (b. 1725) and Charlotte Lund (b. 1733), whose father was
the rector of St Thomas in the mid-18th century. They briefly ran a girls’ boarding school
together in Lewes. It was probably Philadelphia who wrote these patriotic verses in 1746.
The opening lines of her verses start;
“Blest be the man who first contriv’d this seat,
Where nature’s beauties in bright prospect meet.
Where’er I turn, the landscape charms my eyes!
What vallies sink! What hills around me rise!”
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In another poem of 1747, also believed to be by her, she says;
“What unmixed pleasures in my bosom rise,
As Lewes in my view extended lies!
For situation and delightful air
She with the proudest cities may compare.
The fields around with verdure glow,
And Ouse slides gently in the vale below.
Indulgent heaven for ever guard her peace,
Revive her commerce and her wealth increase.
O’er her may virtue rule with gentle sway
And odious vice detest’d fly away.
(Thanks to John Bleach for providing information about these two poems, published in the
Gentleman’s Magazine Vol . 17 of 1747 and the West County Magazine IV of 1790
respectively)

When Thomas Baldy died in 1782, the
gardens were inherited by his business
partner, John Lambert, who in turn left them
to his son, James Lambert Junior, who left
them to a cousin, George Hoey, who also
lived on Chapel Hill. Records exist which
state that as late as 1846, a century after
Thomas Baldy opened the gardens, it was
still possible to visit them by paying a
gratuity. The photo opposite shows the
probable entrance to the gardens in the early
20th century. However the Coach House and
the big house it served were built in the late
19th century and so the gardens must have disappeared, though even now there is a
reminder in the form of the eco-house, Baldy’s Garden, on Cuilfail. It is thought that some
remnants of the steps, pathways and terraces still remain though overgrown in the garden of
Dimension III directly above Lamb House.

Houses on the Lower Section of Chapel Hill (Nos. 2-9 and 24) –
Mary Benjamin
The lower part of Chapel Hill has had houses on it for at least 6 centuries. It has been
suggested that No. 3 was originally a Wealden hall house due to its L-shape and the age of
some timbers. The others were smaller cottages until the 20th century when several pairs
were merged into larger houses. Behind their more modern fronts are some very old timberframed buildings.
There has never been a No.1 Chapel Hill according to the records we have seen, so we start
with No.2! The front door with 1 on it that faces onto Chapel Hill is the entrance to the flats
above 1 Malling Street. All the houses in this stretch are listed as being of historical interest.
They are Grade II listed apart from No.3 (Lamb House) which is Grade II*.
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The early 20th century postcard opposite shows the
frontages of Nos. 5, 6 and 7 on the left and 24 on the
right. Notice also the steps on the right leading up to
the loft over the stables of the Fountain Inn on South
Street. Further up the hill one can see 3 houses with
very steep gables which have since disappeared and
were replaced by 2 houses in the 1960s.
2: Flint cottage with exposed beams inside. The flint
frontage was probably a Victorian addition
(“improvement”) to an older cottage. Pevsner describes
it as having “over-scaled C19 fenestrations” while being
clearly much older than that, as shown in the
photograph below. The roof beams were exposed by Simon Brown who lived here during the
1980s and 90s. At the same time he found
an artist’s palette behind the fireplace. He
was convinced he had found James
Lambert’s palette, but unfortunately we
have no evidence to support his theory.
There is no indication that any of the
Lamberts actually lived in the house,
although they did own it from 1782 to
1795. The censuses from 1841 onwards
show that for at least 50 years, possibly
70, it was occupied by several generations
of a family called Venus, who in the 1930s
and 40s had a car showroom in Lewes. In
the 19th century, at least 3 of them, William
and his sons John and Charles, were house painters. It seems more likely that one of them
was the owner of the palette. In the late 1920s and early 1930s it was occupied by a widow,
Mrs Downton who did hand laundry. Between 1964 and 1973 it was owned by Mervyn and
Margaret Morgan. They ran an antique shop, Maxone’s, from one of the front rooms. A
current occupant of a house at the top of the hill remembers buying a coal scuttle and a
statue for her first home from this shop in the 1970s. Since then it has been a family home.
2a: although the address of this hidden house is 2a Chapel Hill, the house was at one time
in its history part of 1 Malling Street, now occupied by Woodworks shop and offices and the
2 flats above the shop. The two were separated in Feb 1978. The linking corridor and stairs
are still in place, though closed off. However when one looks at the backs of these houses it
seems very likely that originally it was part of No. 2 Chapel Hill as indicated in the 1873 map.
The walls have shaped cornerstones incorporated into them that greatly pre-date 1 Malling
Street and may actually be Caen stones taken from the Priory when it was destroyed during
the dissolution of the monasteries in Henry VIII’s time. Many houses in Lewes have Priory
stones built into them. Like all the houses in this group it is basically a timber-framed house
which has been added to and modernised over the years. The gardens behind Nos. 2 and
2a Chapel Hill and 3 Malling Street, where Thomas Baldy lived, were where he had his china
warehouses. There are still some footings showing where some of the buildings must have
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been and they are shown on maps from the period. It is now divided into 3 gardens but then
was one. At the far end of what is now the garden of No.2, Thomas Baldy attempted to dig a
grotto, as I mentioned earlier, but it was never completed and there is no visible evidence of
its existence.
3: This house is 2* listed. The origin of the name Lamb House is not clear. One theory is
that it was on the pilgrim trail to Canterbury and offered food and lodging to the pilgrims.
Despite the date beside the front door (JSB 1716) it has timbers dating back to the mid 15th
century. 1716 is probably when the original front was replaced with a Georgian front by
John and Sarah Baldy, whose initials explain the date stone. Like many of the houses on
the Hill, the owners were often not
the occupiers, for example Thomas
Baldy inherited it from his father John
Baldy in 1757 but never lived in it in
adult life. On Thomas Baldy’s death
in 1782 the ownership passed to his
business partner John Lambert,
eldest brother of the artist James
Lambert Snr. During the last decade
of the 18th century it was occupied by
Dr Saunders, an inoculating doctor –
very important in a time when
smallpox was rife. Woolgar describes it thus; “The smallpox having made its appearance in
several families in the town, in the beginning of Jan 1794 and the inhabitants dreading the
spread of the contagion, the constables were solicited to call a town meeting, to consider the
most efficacious means for putting a stop to the threatened evil. ‘Resolved, that as a general
inoculation is an evil much less to be dreaded than a general infection, it is the decided
opinion of the meeting that a general inoculation should immediately take place’. The
general inoculation commenced on 14th Jan and finished on 20th Jan, 1794. 2890 people
were inoculated and 46 died as a result of the “variolous poison.” This coincides exactly with
Dr Saunders’ occupation of Lamb House. It stayed in the ownership of the Lambert family
until about 1800, when a cousin of the Lamberts, George Beard Hoey, a coach painter, took
over ownership. Insurance records from 1807 state that the house was worth £200, the
contents £80 and the pictures £20. Hoey must have been quite a wealthy man and one
wonders if any of the pictures were painted by his cousins the Lamberts. The Hoey family
also reappears many times on the Hill in various houses. Over the next half century it was
occupied by a coal merchant (Thomas Leney) and then a large family of tailors, the Poveys,
who had a shop at 23 Cliffe High St, now the osteopath’s clinic between Oxfam and
Spectrum Eyecare. The house changed hands many times over the next 100 years. In Oct
1940 a bomb landed on the kitchen of Lamb House but fortunately did not explode. A string
of bombs were discarded over the town, others being recorded as landing in the Grange
Gardens and near the Martyrs’ memorial on the top of Cliffe Hill. In the mid-1960s it became
a bed and breakfast run by 2 sisters, Beryl and June Welton. In the early 20th century the
house had been known as Herne Lodge, but the Weltons reinstated its original name, Lamb
House.
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5: This house was 2 cottages, Nos 4 and 5,
until 1960. It also has many old exposed
timbers and there is still some wattle and daub
between it and No. 3 as was discovered when
drilling to put up a shelf! The cottages were
very small, literally one-up-one-down and yet
when we look at the census we often see
families with several children and maybe also
an elderly grandparent living in them. In the
19th century No.4 was occupied by 2
bricklayer’s labourers (1841 and 1861) and
later a bargeman (1871), while No.5 was
occupied by a gas maker (1841), a house
painter (Charles Venus, 1851), a wheelwright
(1861) and a shoemaker (1871). A great event
in the life of this house and its inhabitants was the planning permission received for an
indoor toilet in the mid 20th century!
7: This house was also 2 cottages, Nos 6 and 7,
until 1972. It still has the 2 staircases. Like No.5,
it was often occupied by large families during the
19th century. Of the occupants known, the
majority were carpenters and labourers. Along
with Nos 8 and 9 and possibly also 4 and 5, it
was often sold as one of a group of houses to
various speculators such as Spenta Cama from
Brighton in the 1940s, who then rented them out.
The well serving these houses is still visible in
the garden as mentioned earlier.
8/9: The photo on the left shows the south-facing front of No. 8, also known as Lion House
which is apparently a very narrow house, though it broadens out towards the back of the
block. The one on the right shows the east-facing front of No.9 which opens onto the
alleyway that would have run alongside the Chapel to the workshops and stables behind.
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Although it is occupied as one house and has been for some years, the division between the
2 original houses is still evident, for example there are still two front doors. In the 19th century
the occupants were a grocer (1841) a whitesmith, a carrier, a gardener, a shoemaker and a
naval prison warder – Lewes’s industries in a nutshell! A whitesmith works with so-called
white metals such as pewter rather than iron or steel.
Conveyances from the mid 20th century show the fluctuating values of these 3 (6) houses
and give some idea of the profits the speculators must have made. The Venuses who we
first met in No. 2 during the 19th century reappear as owners of these houses in 1921. In Oct
1932 Martha Venus sold them to a Seaford architect for £625. He sold them again for £770
only 2 months later to George Pratt. George was less lucky; the war intervened and he only
got £600 when he sold them in 1946, but his buyer Spenta Cama of Brighton sold them very
soon for £825!
24: opposite No. 8/9. This house has had many reincarnations! The cottage at the back
(uphill) is the oldest part while the front which faces downhill is largely Victorian. The garage
occupies the space that was once a stableyard when
the house was the base for a carrier, George Holder,
in the late 19th century. His horses pulled a
pantechnicon with canvas sides between Eastbourne
and Brighton. Lewes was a significant port at that
time with barges loading and unloading at the
warehouses just south of Cliffe Bridge. His father,
Spencer Holder, had been a carrier before him and
also lived on the Hill, possibly in one of the houses
opposite or even in the other half of this house. In
the early 19th century it was occupied by the
ubiquitous Hoey family. On 2 August 1853 Verrall
and Son, auctioneers, advertised the house at the
Bear Inn, describing it thus; “a neat cottage on
Chapel Hill, Cliffe, containing 3 bedrooms, kitchen
and pantry, stable and cart house with loft and
enclosed yard.” It was then let to Edward Bridgman
and Robert Stoneham. Edward Bridgman, a bricklayer, had lived there with his family since
before 1841 and was still there in 1861. He and his wife Phoebe had at least 5 children,
John, Mary, William, Henry and James. By 1871 the Holder family had probably moved in
and remained there until 1918. In 1929 G.W.Tingley took out a mortgage for £800 on the
house with the Lewes Co-op and lived there until 1948 when he sold it to the Philcox family.
They are still builders in Lewes and the father bought the house so that his son could be a
“proper vet”. Many local people will remember it as the vet’s surgery (Philcox and Pepper)
and some can even remember goats and cattle waiting in the yard for the vet’s attention. It
is currently divided into two quite independent houses.
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The Chapel and Middle Section of Chapel Hill - Shân Rose

We do not know when Chapel Hill became known as
‘Chapel Hill’ but there was definitely a chapel there. It
was located approximately half way up the hill, on the
left hand side, where Nos. 12-16 and a garage are
today. The photo to the left shows Nos. 14, 15 and
16 and also a glimpse of the garage with No. 12
behind (on the left hand side of the photo).

The Chapel was built by public subscription in 1775 on land leased by fifteen chapel trustees
from Thomas Davey, a local surgeon. The Lease was for 40 years, at a rent of 20 shillings
per annum.

The first public map to show the Chapel is
William Figg’s Map of 1775, published just
after the Chapel had been built. (Yellow
colouring has been added to identify
Chapel Hill.) The number 9 indicates the
position of the Chapel and this is defined in
the map’s key (not shown) as the
“Countess of Huntingdon’s Meeting
House”.
(From ‘Georgian Lewes 1714-1830’ by Colin Brent)

The Chapel was
subsequently shown on
James Edwards’ Map of
1799 by the letter M. The
key for this map defines
M as “Independent
Meeting” (as in
‘Independent Meeting
House’).
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The best public map of the Chapel is the 1873 Ordnance Survey Map. (Yellow colouring has
been added to show the Chapel.) The map shows the parish boundary going diagonally
through the site (shown by a dashed line). You can also see from the map that the Chapel
building was very substantial.

After the Chapel opened, it was reported that it had seating for 600 people. The Rev
Thomas Horsfield and Gideon Mantell confirmed this some fifty years later in their 1824 book
‘The History and Antiquities of Lewes and Its Vicinity’. They also said that nearly two
hundred children were attending the Sunday School “for instruction”. Even in 1851, on what
was called ‘Census Sunday’, 388 adults and 150 children were recorded as attending
services at the Chapel that day.
Unfortunately, we do not know what the Chapel looked like. We have not found any pictures
or photographs, which is perhaps rather surprising because the Chapel was there for just
over a hundred years. The only eye-witness account we have found so far is one provided
by the Rev Thomas Horsfield and Gideon Mantell in their 1824 book. However, they did not
seem very impressed with the Chapel because they said its “outwards appearance has
nothing striking in it”. However, they added that: “the interior is neat.”
There still exists an account notebook in the County Records Office from 1775 which
includes bills for building the Chapel, including glazing, carpentry, bricklaying, smithing and
even “mowing the ground”. According to that notebook, the overall cost was just over £215.
There is also a bill from a Thomas Riddell for cleaning the Chapel later on in 1802. He
claimed that he and another workman had spent some five days doing the cleaning work
and that they had used two “heath brooms”, soap and “5 potes of beear” (presumably the
beer was for the workmen rather than for the cleaning!). After all this sprucing up, Thomas
Davey’s family sold the Chapel to a Richard Braughton, a cooper from Lewes. He then sold
the Chapel to the Chapel Trustees in 1814, just before their 40 year lease expired.

The people using the Chapel
What is probably the most interesting thing about the Chapel is the history of its occupants,
and also how they went on to found a number of other chapels in Lewes.
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The Chapel Trustees had to register the Chapel with the Archbishop of Canterbury before it
opened. This was done through the local Registry of South Malling Deanery. The
applicants stated that the building was: “intended ... as a Meeting House for a Congregation
of Protestant Dissenters under the denomination of Independants [sic]”. Thomas Davey’s
Lease of the site in 1775 also said that the building was: “intended for ... the public worship
of Almighty God ... upon those principles and tenets which are commonly called
Calvinistical”. Interestingly, no mention was made of the Countess of Huntingdon, even
though she was instrumental in setting up the Chapel.
So, who was the Countess? Well, she was certainly a
formidable lady. Here is a picture of her. She converted to
Methodism in the 1730s and she went on to found 64
chapels around the country. She even set up a college in
Wales to train her ministers. Her sect later became known
as ‘The Countess of Huntingdon’s Connexion’. The
Connexion still continues today, with local chapels in places
such as Eastbourne, Hailsham and Wivelsfield, and even
places abroad, particularly in Sierra Leone.
The Countess founded her first chapel in Brighton in 1761,
followed by Bath in 1765 and Tunbridge Wells in 1769. She
then turned her attentions to Lewes. Her nineteenth century biographer, J. K. Foster, said
that the Countess obtained a pulpit for one of her ministers, Mr. Romaine, in early 1775 but
apparently “his preaching gave great umbrage [to the local rector] ... Her Ladyship [then] ...
obtained ... a pulpit for Mr Madan and Mr Fletcher [two of her other ministers]. [Apparently]
the clergy opposed them violently [too] ...”
Even after the Chapel had been built there were problems. A report in 1776 said that those
frequenting the Chapel had been: “disturbed in their religious worship by disorderly persons,
who made a practice during Divine Service of besetting the said meeting-house and, with
indecent noise and clamour, and by flinging stones and bricks against and through the walls
thereof and lighted-combustibles into the house, interrupt[ed] the congregation in their
devotions and [put] them in fear of their lives.”
The Chapel continued to court controversy and turbulence throughout its history. There
were regular falling-outs between ministers and different parts of the congregation. Here are
some examples taken from Jeremy Goring’s book ‘Burn Holy Fire - Religion in Lewes since
the Reformation’:





In 1777, many of the congregation defected to All Saints or St Thomas’ Church because
they preferred the preaching there.
In 1784, some of the congregation were unhappy with the views of their then minister,
Joseph Middleton, that only adults could be baptised. When things came to a head, he
left with some of the congregation for a vacant meeting house in Foundry Lane. This
building is no longer there but the congregation went on to found the Baptist Church in
Eastgate Street.
The views of the next minister, the Rev Jenkin Jenkins, became increasingly outspoken
after he heard The Redeemed Coalheaver, William Huntington, preach (no relation to the
Countess). The Chapel Trustees therefore decided to terminate the Rev Jenkins’
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appointment in 1805 and he left with a number of the congregation to found the Jireh
Chapel in Malling Street (which is still there).
Although things started out well with the next minister, Joseph Kirby, problems began to
arise in 1816, possibly due to political differences. Some of the congregation, who
belonged to the Whig party, left to join the new Tabernacle chapel, roughly where
Superdrug is today in the precinct.
There was yet another dispute in 1852, when half the congregation left to join a chapel in
a ‘Mrs Adams’ warehouse’.

After the next minister left in 1860, the Chapel went into gradual decline with just the
occasional occupant. For the last ten years of its life, it remained empty.

The demise of the Chapel
The Chapel Trustees were compelled to call a public meeting in January 1878. They
reported that the building had become “extremely dilapidated” and they no longer had any
money to repair it. They subsequently applied to the Charity Commissioners for an order
that allowed them to sell the Chapel at public auction. The buyer was William Whitcomb, a
hotelkeeper from Cliffe, who bought the Chapel for £200.
Even at the end of the Chapel’s life, there was yet another dispute. The Countess of
Huntingdon’s Connexion claimed that they were entitled to the sale proceeds. However, as
mentioned earlier, the Countess was not referred to in the original trust arrangements for the
Chapel. The Charity Commissioners therefore ordered that the sale proceeds be divided
equally between the two local “Calvinistical Dissenting Chapels”, that is, the Jireh Chapel
and the Congregational Tabernacle. As mentioned previously, the Jireh Chapel still exists in
Malling Street and, although the Tabernacle was pulled down in the 1950s, the congregation
moved to Prince Edward’s Road to form the United Reform Church, which is now known as
Christ Church.
So, what did William Whitcomb do with the Chapel after buying it? According to a local
newspaper report in 1879, he knocked it down and built three cottages and a workshop
there.

Properties built on the site of the old Chapel (Nos. 12-16)
The properties built by William Whitcomb
are shown on the enlarged version of the
1899 OS Map to the right. The workshop is
coloured in green and the three cottages
are coloured in orange. Although the
newspaper report only mentions three
cottages, we think that William also built
another cottage on the site of the old
Chapel - No. 12. This extra cottage is
shown in purple, tucked in behind the
workshop shown in green.
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On the left is the modern-day photograph again,
showing William’s three cottages going up the hill
in a row, now known as Nos. 14, 15 and 16 Chapel
Hill.

As regards William’s original workshop, it seems to have been very substantial. As you can
see from the 1900s photograph below looking up Chapel Hill (from the Bartlett collection),
the workshop (indicated
with a green arrow) was
of a similar size and
architectural style to
William’s three cottages
next door. In the 1891
Census for South
Malling, the workshop
was called “Whitcombe’s
Coach House”, and in a
1909 Conveyance it
was: “[A] coach house
with workshop over-built
thereon”. A previous
resident of No.12 recalls
being told that a
wheelwright had used the building and she was also shown a metal track in the concrete
floor where the wheelwright had tested his wheels.
The coach house was subsequently included in Pike’s Street Directory as 13 Chapel Hill.
George and Edward Hoey, and later George Hayward, who lived in Chapel Hill, used No. 13
for their plumbing, or painting and decorating, businesses, certainly up until 1951. In 1954, a
fire broke out in the upper storey of the building, causing significant damage. By the time of
a 1961 conveyance, the building had just become: “[A] garage, formerly known as 13 Chapel
Hill”, and there was a planning application in 1965 to knock down part of the garage.
Although the original coach house no longer exists today, there is still a gap in the
numbering of Chapel Hill where No. 13 used to be.
There is now just a single-storey garage belonging to
No. 9 on the site of the old coach house. You can see
this garage in the photo on the right, set back from the
road behind a brick forecourt. This photo also shows a
brick-paved pathway on the left hand side which
provides access to No. 12 (and also to No.9). The
porthole window to No.12’s studio can also been seen at
the end of the pathway.
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Properties that existed behind the Chapel (Nos. 10&11 and also a
workshop)
Three other properties lay behind the
Chapel but these were in separate
ownership to the Chapel. They are
shown on the 1873 OS Map to the right
(the Chapel is outlined in yellow for
reference). The property coloured in blue
was a workshop and, according to an
1886 Conveyance, it was “formerly a
Meeting house or Chapel School room”.
So, perhaps a separate building for the
Sunday School was added to the back of
the Chapel and this was then used as a
workshop after the Chapel fell into
disuse. As regards the other two
properties, coloured green and purple,
these were two semi-detached cottages
later known as 10 and 11 Chapel Hill.
According to the Census records for 1851-1881, the tenants of No. 10, for at least thirty
years, were the Yeomans family. Levi Yeomans was a Maltster’s Labourer [that is, a
labourer in the malt-making or brewing industry], and his wife, Lucy, was a washer woman
and laundress. Their house had four rooms in which they brought up their five children.
No.11 next door was tenanted by the Briggs family for at least twenty years, and Thomas
Briggs was an Iron Foundry Labourer. He and his wife, Elizabeth, had three children.
The 1900s photograph to
the left shows tantalising
glimpses of the roof of the
substantial workshop (blue
arrow) and part of the roofs
of the cottages at Nos. 10
and 11 (green arrow). We
know from later OS Maps
that the properties were
still there well into the
twentieth century.
However, by the 1960s,
they had been pulled down
and the land on which they
once stood was used to
make some small back
gardens for the adjoining
properties. Despite Nos.
10 and 11 no longer being
in existence, there are still gaps in the numbering of Chapel Hill for where they used to be.
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Houses on the Upper Section of Chapel Hill (Nos. 17-23a) – Meg
Griffiths
The top section of Chapel Hill
(Nos. 17-23a) lies in the Parish of
South Malling above the parish
boundary stone and the site of the
Old Chapel. Research into the
history of these properties has
been hampered by lack of precise
record-keeping and above all by
the lack of house numbering –
until the census of 1901.
The 1873 OS Map shows shaded
yellow the houses standing at the
time the Chapel was still in
existence:
- Next to the Chapel, are two cottages, after 1861 known as Briar Cottage and Rose
Cottage, apparently built together, in brick and flint, possibly as early as 1814 when a
reference was made to the ‘garden east of the Chapel’. The 1851 census is the first
definite record.
- Above them are two or two and a half further houses where there have been many
changes, some still a mystery.
- Opposite (i.e. on the right hand side of the road going up) is The Cricketers’ Arms
referred to in the Introduction.
- Above the Cricketers’ Arms is ‘Prospect Cottage’ first recorded in 1870 though the date
of the rear of the house may be earlier.
On the 1899 OS Map, some 25 years
on, we see the Chapel replaced by
several houses and workshops (as
described in the previous section).
Above them, shaded orange, are Briar
Cottage and Rose Cottage (Nos. 17 &
18), then three houses all in line with
the road. These houses are first
documented with any certainty in the
1881 census with the names: Elm
Cottage, Hillside and Rock Cottage. In
the 1901 census they appear only with
numbers: 19, 20 and 21. The names were used periodically until 1936. Reference was also
made to a fourth dwelling: ‘Cliffe View’, from 1887 - 1934 but it is unclear where this property
lay.
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The photograph to the left is from the early 1900s (with thanks to John Davey). You can see
the boys leaning against one of the cottages built on the site of the Chapel (No. 16), beyond
that Briar and Rose Cottages (Nos. 17 & 18), then the three substantial gabled houses in
line with the brick pavement (which is still in existence). Note too the cobbled street.
The photograph below is from the 1920s looking
down the hill with these three houses on the right
of the picture. Note the flat land opposite where
now (due to the steady erosion of the cliff) the
land drops away steeply to the gardens of South
Street below.

In this group of houses (left hand side above the Chapel site) it was the HOEY family that
dominated during the second half of the 1800s and the early 1900s with different family
members owning or renting in most of them. A Mary Ann Hoey, Head of Family at age 72 is
first mentioned in 1861. Edward Hoey who owned No. 17 worked as a plumber with other
family members in the painting-decorating businesses. Trades recorded in the houses
generally reflect the local industries: a foundry worker, bricklayers, railway clerks,
laundresses, a nursemaid, a tanner’s labourer, a butcher’s journeyman, a groom, a draper’s
assistant – and one ‘lady with private means’!
Occupancy in the 1920 and 30s was very stable in this section of houses: the names of
house owner/occupiers possibly of interest to Lewesians are: Hawkins, Kent, Parks,
Mepham and Funnell. This was the situation at the outbreak of WW2. There is then a gap
in Pike’s Street Directories with no directories until 1951 when there is no entry for any of the
three houses. In a 1952 planning application, there is a reference to two demolished
cottages, Nos. 19 and 20. On the 1955 OS Map, the properties are no longer shown.
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Moving to the present, the following two photographs show the group of houses as they exist
today. On the left is Briar Cottage (No. 17), slate fronted, and Rose Cottage (No. 18) with
stucco. In the next photo are the two houses, Nos. 19 & 20 Chapel Hill, which have replaced
the former Elm Cottage, Hillside and Rock Cottage/Cliffe View.

The land on which Nos. 19 & 20 were built was purchased in the 1960s by Eileen Chandler,
wife of Teddy Chandler of the Builders’ Merchants. She commissioned the building of these
two houses and was herself living in the upper one, No. 20, when it was purchased by the
current owners ten years later in 1976. (It was they who later added the ‘tower’ extension
and a redeveloped car port with garden above.) A Roger Bullock purchased No. 19 and
lived there with his mother. The current owners purchased the house from him in 1987 – on
Bonfire Night! The photograph below is of the building work carried out for Nos. 19 & 20 for
Mrs Chandler by Peter Shepherd and his father.
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During the building, Peter Shepherd became aware of a plot of land opposite, on the site of
the former Cricketers’ Arms. He purchased the land and, with the help of his wife who still
lives there, constructed his own home. This photograph shows the true feat of construction
on the steep cliff slope. The building of the house was completed in 1969 and aptly named
‘Sycamore’ after the huge tree adjacent (a notable landmark). Over the years many pieces
of glass and china have been found on the
property, clearly dating to the time of the
alehouse. The photograph on the right is of
Sycamore (No. 23a) from the road today.

Above Sycamore are two further properties, the first, almost adjacent, known originally as
‘Prospect Cottage’, a notable presence in
several contemporary paintings and maps.
Today it is best viewed from below, its large
west window showing above the wall and
gateway. Prospect Cottage was owned and
occupied by members of the Penfold Family
as recorded in the 1891 census until 1940.
By 1900 they had renamed the house
‘Southdown Cottage’ and since 1901 it has
been recorded as No. 23 Chapel Hill. A
Miss Sylvia Mann who purchased the house
in the 1970s did considerable work to
terrace the large sloping garden running
down the cliff.
A daughter of the Penfolds married Mr Harry
French (mentioned in the Introduction in
connection with the Golf Course) who in
1934 built on above Southdown Cottage an
adjoining house for himself and his wife. At
first this had interconnecting doors, though
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the 1936 Street Directory shows that by then the two houses had been made separate. His
house is now No. 22. This
photograph shows the present
day house with No. 23 below.
Harry French terraced his
garden and ran a market
garden business from there.
He also bought from the Firle
Estate the wood extending
along above South Street. It
still belongs to the property. In
1949 he and his wife moved to
Brighton, selling the house to
a Miss Waldo who bred
canaries and painted the front
door yellow. ‘Canary Cottage’
was still the name when bought by the current owners in 1978. They have re-instated a lot
of the original neglected terraces from the market-garden days. One of their early memories
from living on the hill is the strong smell of sulphur coming up from the Cement Works below.
Since their ownership Dutch Elm Disease and the storm of 1987 have destroyed many of the
trees in the wood.
This brings us to the top of the residential part of Chapel Hill. Beyond the houses, a further
few minutes’ walk on up to the Downs is always worth the effort. Across the stile and up to
the ridge … and onward …
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THANKS
Meg, Mary and Shân would first and foremost, like to thank their neighbours on the Hill for so
willingly and enthusiastically sharing their knowledge about their properties. In addition, they
are very grateful to Sue Harvey and Nick Cannan for putting together and operating the
‘visuals’ during the presentation to the Lewes History Group. Thanks also go to local
historians for sharing their findings and images, particularly John Bleach (the Lund sisters
and their poems), Colin Brent (details of historical ownerships in Chapel Hill), John Davey
(postcards), John Farrant (Baldy’s Garden information and pictures), Philip Pople (cricket
history) and Rendel Williams (postcards), as well as the staff of Lewes Library, East Sussex
Record Office (ESRO) and the Sussex Archaeological Society (SAS). (A list of research
references follows on the next page.) Finally Meg, Mary and Shân are very grateful for the
support and encouragement they received from members of the Lewes History Group
throughout the project.
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Appendix
BALDY’S GARDEN.
An extract from volume 2 of ‘Spicilegia sive Collectanea ad Historiam...Vicinae Lewensis’ ;
by Thomas Woolgar (1761-1821), pp249 and 250. Hand-written manuscript held by Sussex
Archaeological Society’s library in Barbican House, Lewes.
“Notwithstanding the low situation and Moory Soil of this town of the Cliffe some of the
principal Inhabitants have raised neat and usefull gardens adjoining to their houses which
are well secured from the inundations of the River: but the greatest curiosity in this Vill is a
kind of hanging garden the admiration of all who view it: the proprietor of which is Mr
Thomas Baldy, who keeps a considerable Glass and China Warehouse in the front of the
West Street. He is a very courteous person and a virtuoso in various researches tho’ not a
Bigot to any one particular attachment and he is ever ready to indulge strangers with the
inspection of this delectable eminence, the improvement and disposition of which is entirely
the Work of his own hands.
This delightful spot of ground projects beyond the verge of the Cliffe over the road way from
Lewes upon a steep hill to the village of Glynde behind the South Street of the Cliffe, the
access to which is by gradual ascent raised by the proprietor to the Gate of the Garden
which when entered is found to be laid out in as elegant a Taste as the Situation Soil so
would permit and evidently denotes great pains and judgment bestowed upon it. Here are
pleasant winding walks Trees and Evergreens of various kinds Flowers of various species
and some of them flourish even in Winter when others of the same kind are dead in the
Gardens of other persons. Here is likewise an Arbour well sheltered from the heat of the
Sun, a Beehouse in which are three columns of Bees well secured from the inclemency of
the weather, Alcoves and different Seats for various prospects, a pretty Summer house
ornamented with views of the several Priories and Castles of the County and other parts of
England, there has also been a late addition of a Lawn: All the formation of the Proprietor’s
head and hands. From this Lawn may be taken a full view of Lewes & the North and North
West part of the County to the Weald.
From this Garden is a most pleasant tho’ bounded prospect, but not so limited but that the
eye can receive entire satisfaction from its extended Contents. For from every part of this
height may be taken a full view of the Cliffe as well as of Lewes with the river in the vale
below the Borough of Southover and the parts adjacent all which it overlooks and
particularly from one of the Seats and openings is a clear prospect through the West Street
of the Cliff over the Bridge up School Hill and the high Street of the Borough of Lewes to the
West Gate on to the Spital Mills and Race course beyond the Town and to the South and
South West and by West of all the Villages upon the Banks of the River Ouse even to
Newhaven as likewise the villages of Falmer Kingston and Stanmer the seat of Thomas
Pelham Esq Knight of the Shire for the County of Sussex and on the North and North West
over the Level of the Weald and to the seats of several persons of distinction such as
Coneyburroughs the seat of Madam Elizabeth Medley a widow lady of Great Fortune merit
and distinction in this part of the County and sundry other Mansion houses belonging to the
Gentry in these parts but a prospect to the East is forbid by the height of the Cliff under
whose brow this charming place of amusement is situate from whence likewise in the
Summer season the Eye is entertained by the sight of numerous mowers who cut the Grass
in the Brooklands and Meadows and of the reapers who gather the Corn on the higher
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ground, and in Winter when the Brookland and levels are overflown in a clear day the scene
represents a perspective of a Lake or small Sea with little Islands in the mid of which are
rising grounds are called The Ries and in Frosty weather may besides the glassy surface be
seen Skaiters on the Ice and Gunners after the wild fowl with other such objects of diversion
and even in the season of Winter the reflecting mind may enjoy the pleasure of private
contemplation in the Cot or Summer house where among other cogitations he may meditate
and justly admire the industry labour and capacity & activity of the ingenious contriver of
such an elegant source of entertainment and delight all of his own handywork.
This Garden has been agreeably celebrated in verse by a young lady in Lewes of a poetic
turn (Miss Lund) who in the beginning of her lines remarks that
The beauteous scenes that all around it smile
Delight our eye and all our care beguile
Mr Baldy has likewise made an attempt to form a large Grotto just under the Cliff at the back
part of his warehouse and Garden, adjoining to his dwelling house, but whether thro’ want of
sufficient materials for the purpose or by reason of the too great labour it may require at his
time of life the completion is not preserved in.
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